INSIDE.60

INSIDE.60 grows with your requirements. With its clear-cut,
elegant looks the screen system is more than just part of an
attractive interior design. Its rapid, tool-free assembly and lightweight, modular construction makes it particularly functional,
flexible and economical: the screens, which are available in
different heights, can be reconfigured or extended exactly as
required without high costs for installation and subsequent use.
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Always well-connected. INSIDE.60 offers a variety of options
for individual workstation wire management. Computers, telephones and other devices can be connected as required, either
at skirting board height or at desk height. Electricity can come
from individual power supplies or via wire management directly
integrated in the screen. As a result it always looks neat and
tidy behind the desk.
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Light, structure, more space. A wide range of material and module variants makes it possible to design the room almost any
way you like. The lightweight frameless appearance of INSIDE.60
is stylishly complemented by the coordinating organiser
elements: the selection ranges from task lights and magnetic
infoboards to shelves. This means that individually-designed
workstations fit harmoniously into the overall room structure.
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Concentrated working. Even though there’s always something
going on in the Open Space. With INSIDE.60 you can quickly
create individual spaces for people to think in peace away from
the hectic noise of the office. The acoustic versions of these
elements not only meet extremely high technical standards,
but also aesthetic requirements. As a result, everyone enjoys
an all-round feeling of well-being at work.
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Whatever you’re planning: INSIDE.60 is
always the right answer. The fact is, it’s an
intelligent solution from concept to details.
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2 l On top: individual clip-on power supplies are available for the electrics.
3 l Powerful: the electrics can also be integrated into the screen.
4 l Clever: the optional privacy screen.
5 l Effective: the “acoustics inside” label represents highly efficient acoustic materials.
6 l Spontaneous: the adjustable glide means that you can compensate for height differences quickly and easily.
1 l Expandable: the modular system with rapid tool-free assembly in T, L, X and Y configurations.

7 l Robust: the cantilever feet on both sides ensure stability.
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Design and function in perfect combination. The clear lines are used
throughout the system, even for the
organiser elements and other extras.
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8 l Personal: individual accessories, for instance a magnetic board or flower vase.
9 l Welcoming: slot-in shelves provide display space.
10 l Discreet: integrated cable ducts in the modules run horizontally and vertically.
11 l Confident styling: the glass fins as a design feature and the frameless styling create an impression of lightness.
12 l Tidy: there are concealed slots so that the shelf can be positioned to suit individual requirements.
13 l Illuminated: the accessories include matching lamps.
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